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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Important Safety Instructions

1. Turn off power at main fuse or circuit breaker
box before starting installation.

2. Use of other manufacturers components will
void warranty, listing and create a potential
safety hazard.

3. If you are unclear as to how to proceed,
contact a qualified electrician.

4. You don’t need special tools to install this fixture. 
5. Be sure to follow steps in the order given.
6. Read instructions carefully.
7. Save these instructions.

Carefully unpack and identify all parts. Bulbs
are not included.

1. Carefully thread fixture wire through fixture
loop. Screw fixture loop to top threaded pipe
until secure.

2. Spread open arms evenly. We recommend
measuring distance between arms to ensure
each arm is evenly spaced. Warning: If arms
are not evenly spaced the weight will b e
distributed unevenly causing the fixture to
hang at an angle. To correct simply pivot arms
to side until fixture hangs straight.

3. Install shades onto fitters by fastening counter
rings onto threaded sockets.

4. Install Bulbs (not included). See relamping
label located at socket area for type and
maximum allowed wattage.

5. Follow enclosed “Over 50lbs. Chain
Suspended Installation Instructions” for
electrical and fixture installation to outlet box.

 



1. A.   Screw about 3/4" of threaded pipe
into center hole in mounting bar.  Note:
The protruding side lips of mounting bar
must face threaded pipe. See diagram.
B. Attach mounting bar to ceiling junction
box with two machine screws (supplied
with junction box) through slot at each
end of mounting bar.
C.   At this point test install the canopy
onto ceiling through this threaded pipe
and make certain 1/2" of threaded pipe
protrude below the canopy. If not, then
adjust the threaded pipe location by
screwing up or down accordingly.
D. Once correct threaded pipe location
has been adjusted, remove canopy and
mounting bar from junction box.
E.   Lock threaded pipe into mounting bar
by fastening a hex nut from above. Note:
Do not spin threaded pipe during
tightening.

2. To hang fixtures weighing over 50 lbs.
(over 25 lbs. in Canada) the mounting
bar must be supported independently
of the ceiling junction box.
Recommend minimum of two 1/4"
diameter screws or bolts (rated for 200
lbs. or greater) which must have
sufficient length to be installed through
the mounting bar, junction box, and
securely into the ceiling structure
member or cross brace. This installation
must be able to support at least four
times the weight of the fixture. Check this
fact before starting assembly. If unsure
please consult a qualified technician.

3. Fasten back two machine screws
(supplied with junction box) through slot
at each end of mounting bar and into
junction box.

4. Fasten another hex nut onto bottom end
of threaded pipe. Bring up 5/8" from
bottom end of pipe to bottom side of hex
nut. Then fasten screw collar into same
end of pipe and lock into position by
tightening hex nut.

5. Take one adjustable chain link, twist
open the locking tube, and then hook
onto fixture loop and onto one end of
chain. Close back the locking tube.

6. At this point decide how much chain to
use, including one additional adjustable
chain link at top end, so the fixture hangs
at desired height. Spread open the chain
link you have decided to remove and
discard unused links.

7. Slide collar ring and then canopy down
the chain.

8. Take another adjustable chain link, twist
open the locking tube, and then hook
onto top end of chain. Then grabbing
onto chain firmly lift fixture and hook the
same adjustable chain link onto screw

collar which has been mounted onto
ceiling. Close back the locking tube of
adjustable chain link.

9. Take the fixture ground wire (without
plastic insulation) and weave up through
the chain links, and then through screw
collar and threaded pipe. Repeat with
fixture wires (with plastic insulation).

10. Cut any excess fixture wires and ground
wire leaving only about 8" length from top
end of threaded pipe. Take fixture wires
and tie a knot above threaded pipe.
Then split fixture wires and strip off 3/4"
of plastic insulation from each end.

11. Fixture wires connection:
Connect fixture wires to supply wires per
below chart. Wire connectors not
included; and use electrical tape to
secure wire connector and wires
together.

Note: Make certain no loose conductors
protrude outside of wire connectors.  And
make certain all wires are securely held
together by wire connectors.

12. Ground wire connection:
Connect fixture ground wire to supply
ground wire (usually with green
insulation) with wire connector.
Note: If there is no supply ground wire at
ceiling junction box then attach fixture
ground wire securely onto green
grounding screw located at mounting bar.
Important: Never connect ground wire
to black or white supply wires.

13. Once all wires are connected tuck, them
carefully into junction box. Then raise
canopy against the ceiling and lock into
position by screwing collar ring onto
screw collar.
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Connect Clear,
Brown, Gold or Black
*Parallel Wire without

tracer (round &
smooth) or Black
Fixture Wire to:
Black or Red 

Supply Wire or
Insulated Wire 

(other than green)
with copper conductor

Connect Clear,

Brown, Gold or Black
*Parallel Wire 

with tracer 
(square & ridged) 
or White Fixture 

Wire to:
White 

Supply Wire or
Insulated Wire 

(other than green)
with silver conductor

* Fixtures normally use
parallel wires (SPT 1 &
SPT 2), of which the
tracer wire is shaped
square or ridged and
the without tracer wire
is shaped round or
smooth.
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